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the kokoro connect novel is a complete story in itself, with a chain of events. the novel opens with fujishima disappearing and spends the remainder of the novel following the friends' efforts to find her. it's a fast-paced read from start to finish and holds a lot of mystery from the first chapter to the last. the first
volume of the novel follows the events that take place in the day after fujishima disappears and can be read as a standalone. with so much content that could be read on its own, each volume of the novel can be read in any order. the first novel and the second season of kokoro connect both have certain

characters or themes that run throughout the series. this first novel expands on that theme. fujishima's life and the lives of her friends change throughout the novel, and the characters gradually become more like the individuals they are in the real world, and less so in the world of the cult. so kokoro connect
is a supernatural comedy about high school. sounds like a pretty anime. it is! however, the combination of its appearance, combined with the nature of its subject matter, has led to a pattern of misogynistic threats against its female characters. thus, i was not surprised when my reputation as a 'bigot' was
falsely shared by several members of a relatively large online community. i myself am a university student. i belong to a gender rights group on campus, run a campaign for gay rights on campus, and helped organise a women's rights committee at my university. thus it was refreshing that while the threat

poured in on my account, there were also several indications that the threats and insults were coming from a few dozen young men all over the world. and not just any young men, but students in the same department and same university i am. i hope you will appreciate how striking it was that two freshman
students in that same department and same university were making threats against me on twitter. and not just any threats, but men who were in love with them and would openly tell them so.
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so with that in mind, i would like to begin this essay with a review of the series as a whole. with that in mind, i may as well start with what this series is not, because this essay will need to focus primarily on its strengths and not its flaws. this series has a much larger cast than iori, but, in the end, the real
winners of the series are the one's that no one pays attention to. while iori is able to battle the most outlandish ideas with wit and grace, michi random, as the main character, is simply her foil, coming off like an annoying little brat. indeed, the series plays with a lot of ideas on its own, many of which have a
lot of potential but only just come off as one-dimensional or interesting only in a particular light. the program rarely attempts anything to overt to make its points, being far more of an artful experience than anything else. in other words, kokoro connect is a series with a lot to do, but an entirely vapid one at
that. the main problem with kokoro connect is its character interactions. the whole thing is sort of an afterthought, and throughout the show the interesting facets of both the characters themselves and their interaction with each other are merely an afterthought. the underlying focus of this show is iori, and

while she deserves the attention that the series gives her, the relations that are displayed between characters is superficial and is only to the detriment of the characters themselves. in the world of kokoro connect, virtual reality(vr) is the norm, as it is the only form of interaction between the human race and
its environment, the only type of communication between the human race and itself. vr is a class-less environment that anyone, no matter who they are, can create a virtual romanity, or "vr" (itself a recursive acronym) inside of. the only way for a particular civilization to keep itself aloof from other

civilizations and their vr is to remain isolated and close to the ground, such as the kokoro conections. the kokoro connections are the fall out of the isolation of the kokoro conections, and are its most important characters. while the first arc is essentially two overarching stories (hito random and kokoro
random) set in the same world and world structure, which if related, are only related through an element of the story (such as in a parallel dream world), there is no real progression or flow to the story. 5ec8ef588b
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